
About RAMS

Key Features

RAMS is a fully digital rack management software, 

where you can monitor the safety of your racks 

anytime, anywhere. It provides you with a real-time 

tracking and monitoring portal for your pallet racking 

inspections, damage or repairs, and optimizes the 

overall safety of your warehouse easily and efficiently. 

With RAMS, you can say goodbye to manual processes 

and embrace a digital solution that simplifies and 

automates your rack management tasks. It offers a 

user-friendly interface that allows you to easily 

navigate through different features and 

functionalities. From conducting routine inspections 

to identifying and addressing damages, RAMS 

streamlines the entire process, ensuring nothing slips 

through the cracks.

By implementing RAMS, you can optimize your warehouse operations, reduce costs associated with rack 

repairs and replacements, and improve overall workplace safety. Experience the power of RAMS and take 

your warehouse management to new heights, confidently knowing that your racks are monitored and your 

workforce is protected.

Go Offline

Expert Third Party Audit

Pallet Rack Health

Digitize your Inspections

Cost Savings

Risk Prediction

Impact Detection

Inspection Tracking

Upgraded Safety

Multiple Warehouse

Automated Reports

Cloud-Based Platform
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Cloud Based Platform Android Based Platform

RAMS is a cloud-based platform that offers an 

interactive dashboard for users to access and 

manage rack safety. It provides real-time data 

synchronization, centralized storage, and 

convenient accessibility. Users can monitor 

real-time rack health and leverage analytics to 

make data-driven decisions for optimizing rack 

safety and improving warehouse operations.

RAMS offers an Android-based platform for 

inspectors to conduct offline inspections. The 

app allows inspectors to perform inspections 

and capture data without an internet 

connection. Once online, the data is synced 

with the cloud-based RAMS platform for 

seamless updates and data integrity. This 

feature provides flexibility and efficiency for 

inspectors in various environments.

"Elevate Your Safety Practices: Discover the Engaging World of RAMS"

Revolutionize warehouse Pallet Rack safety management with RAMS: Empowering you to thrive in the 

new era of efficiency

 Dynamic platform that redefines how you manage your racks for 

  for informed  and proactive risk mitigation

  providing  for quick identification of potential 

hazards

 Streamline  and address damages promptly to ensure a safe working 

environment

  for convenient monitoring and management from any device, anytime, 

anywhere

 Seamless collaboration and communication with your team, ensuring everyone is on the same page

  through streamlined safety management processes

  to optimize warehouse operations and drive informed decisions

 Thrive in the new era of warehouse management with RAMS, your trusted companion for safety and 

productivity

 Empower your team to take

 Proactively identify trends and patterns to  and 

 Stay connected to your warehouse's safety status and 

  and through optimized safety practices

 Create a  and , the ultimate solution for 

warehouse safety and management.

enhanced safety

Real-time insights and analytics decision-making

Interactive dashboard visual representation of rack health

maintenance schedules

Cloud-based accessibility

Enhance efficiency and productivity

Data-driven insights and analytics

 control of rack safety and minimize risks

prevent accidents improve warehouse safety

address issues in real-time

Maximize efficiency, minimize downtime, reduce costs 

safer working environment protect your assets with RAMS

Become a Warehouse Third Party Expert with - RAMS

Join Our Partner Program


